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 Stunning new photography documents the unique Biba appear, and the designer and her contemporaries
present their personal insights. Biba, founded in 1963 by developer Barbara Hulanicki, quickly gained cult
position and outgrew several locations before the five-tale “the most amazing store on the planet. This
publication tells the tale of the Biba 10 years, and the way the label revolutionized retail and fashion
culture.70s through the groundbreaking, hip, and now-legendary London emporium Biba, this book looks
at “Big Biba” opened in 1973. More than a store, it was a haven of awesome for artists, celebrities, and
rock musicians.” With a wealth of previously unpublished material, including full-color facsimiles of the
six luxurious Biba catalogs and archival photographs, The Biba Decade talks about the first merchant to
bring affordable style to young customers.A revealing look at the fashion revolution of the 1960s and ’
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Looking good-- even now-- is the greatest revenge While expected, this is the most satisfactory Biba
compilation up to now. Actually if Biba had hardly ever touched a lot of us, it would still make a
compelling story. She was born in Poland in l936. I wish I could turn back the hands of time and swoop
into any and all of the Biba shops and go out with a truckload of the styles and bring them right here into
2017. We learn the circumstances that brought her widowed mom and three daughters to Brighton to live
with a half sister. It really is an inspiring story. Not in this reserve, but she actually is quoted as stating,
"Today whenever I complete something I take some photographs and say 'goodbye'. Art school in
Brighton, a proceed to London, a profession as a style illustrator, a gathering with her husband to be,
Stephen Fitz-Simon, the introduction of a small mail-purchase business ("Biba's Postal Boutique"), a store,
another shop, a bigger store however, international achievement, a gigantic shop, an implosion, picking
up the pieces. As in most true to life, you can't make these exact things up. "The Biba Years"
meticulously traces Barbara's background.Why the enduring desire for Biba? Are there lessons to end up
being learned? When you wore Biba you'd to attempt the full total appearance. The colorways were
exclusive, as were the fits. It was a fun time. In these days of mix-and-match being modern, it surprised
me to discover that Barbara believed in coordinating everything-- hats, bags, sneakers, the complete
shebang.Does Biba still resonate? When you appearance at pictures of the clothes photographed on
regular mannequins and precisely lit, it may be hard to discover what the fuss was about. There are some
pieces I would certainly die for today, but others are simplistic and seem familiar. Familiar maybe because
we've seen those silhouettes over and over since the '60s. Revolutionary after that = old-hat now? Barbara
has had an incredible life since, full of successful projects which have taken her talents to fresh directions.
What went incorrect?Biba as a "matter" was the sum of many parts:* Timing (the emergence of youth
lifestyle in the '60s)* Inspiration from the past (the very first time the thirties and forties were mined for
their appeal)* Check out toe vision (by a single designer)* Limited availability (few stores, few mail-order
offerings)* Affordability (without any loss of cache)You couldn't just add a little bit of Biba to your outfit,
it required a committed action. Oh Biba, we're able to so use you now. Don't sell away to corporate
passions? I didn't get to Biba until it was closing.It had been a grand proven fact that failed. That
belonged to the youngest female, called Biruta. When you drop everything, you realize that the only thing
you have is normally what's in your mind."For anybody who lived it, desires that they had, is a lover of
the marketplace, a business main, fledging developer, fashionista or college student of human character--
"The Biba Years" is a fascinating read. Beautifully produced book split into sections corresponding to the
four .. Three Stars not really a bad book Five Stars A Stunning reserve and wonderful reference for Biba
followers. Beautifully produced book divided into sections corresponding to the four locations Biba
occupied while running a business. The text can be interesting but does not overshadow the many photos
showing Biba merchandize and interiors. All the Biba mail order catalogs are reproduced too, that is a
first.Even though you have the additional Biba books, you won't be disappointed in the event that you
add this one to your collection. Don't get too big? Oh, the glory days of London style! There's just about
not a solitary item photographed herein that couldn't be worn stylishly today. Five Stars gorgeous. The
book simply arrived and I cannot put it down. The family, fleeing the Nazis, emigrated to Palestine in
1938. The "Biba Girl" was everywhere when I was in high school. Five Stars Great for our Miami Style
Institute in Miami Dade College.Great for our Miami Style Institute in Miami Dade University.. A
gorgeous book in every way - the paper, the look, the pounds, the size not to mention the clothing. Five
Stars Fantastic book! A fascinating first-hand consider the creation of the Biba Empire. A totally delicious
excursion back in its history. This reserve is a fascinating first-hand look at the creation of the Biba
Empire. Biba had not been Barbara's nickname. You'd to be there You had to live through that time to
understand it. Never give up? I bought a cool coat for 14 pounds, that i still have. The American fashion
magazines wrote about Biba, and Carnaby Road! England Swings! The Mods and the Rockers! The



Beatles! She uses the term "matchy-matchy" unapologetically.
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